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KERATOR ATTACHMENT

For Implant

KERATOR Abutments are available for ALL IMPLANT SYSTEMS
•Nobel Biocare
•3i
•Astra
•Alpha-Bio
•ITI
•Ankylos
•Biohorizon
•Bego
•Bicon
•Camlog
•Frialit-2&Xive
•Lifecore
•Zimmer
•Uniti

•Pitt-Easy
•Tekka
•Neoss
•Thommen
•ICX
•Osstem
•Neo Biotech
•Dentium
•Dio
•Dentis
•Megagen
•Cowell Medi
•Warantec
•etc …

The others can be made within 10 days!!
ADVANTAGE

1. Included plastic carrier provides safer handling of the abutment. The

carrier is also useful for checking the alignment angles of the implant
fixtures.

2. Kerator has the LOWEST VERTICAL
attachment system available today.

HEIGHT of all overdenture

3. DUAL RETENTION MALE allows the denture cap to gently pivot in
any natural direction during occlusal while providing greater
resiliency and preventing it from dislodging.

4. SELF-ALIGNING DESIGN automatically centers the

male on the housing attachment prior to engagement,
allowing patients to easily seat their overdenture.

5. EXTENDED RANGE MALE allows for insertion of the

overdenture with up to 40 degree of divergence between
implants. 15 degree angled abutments can be used in
combination to further extend the allowable divergence.

6. The DUAL UNDERCUT DESIGN of the Kerator metal housing
attachment provides a sturdier retention within the denture
acrylic.
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For Root

KERATOR ATTACHMENTS

There are two types for root retained overdenture.
The Post type is used in direct technique and there are straight, 10 degree, 20 degree angled females.
The female part is made of Titanium alloy (TI6AL4V) and is coated with a Titanium Nitride coating.
And the Cast type has a pattern that is incorporated into wax-pattern for post coping.
The Root Kit includes 4 attachments (Male&Female), 3 kinds of burs (initial drill, main pilot drill,
countersink diamond bur). The Diamond bur is used for the shoulder on the top of the root accept the
KERATOR Female.
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DIVERGENT ROOT

B. Cast-to Technique
Transfer Impression
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CLINICAL PICTURES

Case A (Mandible)

Case B (Maxillary)

Case C (Root Post Type)

Case D (Root Cast Type)

Implant Mandible Overdenture A Implant Mandible Overdenture B

Implant Partial Denture

Implant Maxilla Overdenture

KERATOR Crown Plier
KERATOR Crown Pliers are specifically designed for easy removal of temporary crowns,
cast crowns or cast metal cores.
Difficult removals makes them a must in every dental office.

The silicone grips are autoclavable.
Better grip for temporary crowns.
You can use this Crown Pliers permanently.

KERATOR Irrigation Delivery System
is composed of Omnia Pressure cuff with durability and excellent KERATOR Syringe.
All the parts of KERATOR Irrigation System except the Pressure cuff are autoclavable.
The Thumbwheel adjusts the water-pressure.
Excellent quality & Reasonable price.

Reasonable Price for Extra-Tip for Replacement.
Both of 500ml & 1000ml Saline.

Autoclavable
& Replaceable
silicone grips.

